
Mastering Mandolin Crosspicking Technique
with Steven Carter: An In-Depth Guide

Crosspicking is a fundamental technique in mandolin playing, renowned for
its intricate and sparkling sound. It involves using both the pick and fingers
to produce a rich tapestry of notes, creating a captivating rhythmic and
melodic interplay.
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Enter Steven Carter, a virtuoso mandolinist and renowned instructor, who
has dedicated years to honing his crosspicking skills. In this comprehensive
guide, we delve into the intricacies of crosspicking, guided by Carter's
expertise and insights.

Stepping into Steven Carter's World

Steven Carter's passion for music began at an early age, leading him to
master multiple instruments, including the guitar, banjo, and fiddle.
However, it was the mandolin that truly captivated his heart.

Carter's unique approach to crosspicking stems from his deep
understanding of rhythm and harmony. He combines traditional techniques
with his own innovative ideas, resulting in a style that is both mesmerizing
and accessible.

The Mechanics of Crosspicking

Crosspicking involves alternating between the pick (usually held in the right
hand) and the index finger (left hand) to pluck the strings. The pick strikes
the strings from downstrokes, while the finger plucks the strings from
upstrokes.

The key to mastering crosspicking lies in developing coordination between
the right and left hands. This requires a combination of precise finger
movements, rhythmic consistency, and a keen ear for timing.

Embarking on Your Crosspicking Journey

Step 1: Establishing a Solid Foundation



Begin by practicing simple crosspicking patterns on open strings. Focus on
maintaining a steady rhythm and coordinating the pick and finger
movements.

Step 2: Exploring Fingerings and Patterns

Introduce various fingerings to create different crosspicking patterns.
Experiment with combinations of downstrokes and upstrokes, paying
attention to the resulting rhythms and melodies.

Step 3: Incorporating Chords and Melodies

Apply crosspicking to chords and melodies to add depth and complexity to
your playing. Start with simple chord progressions and gradually work your
way up to more challenging patterns.

Exclusive Tips from Steven Carter

Tip 1: Practice Slowly and Deliberately

"Resist the urge to rush. Take your time to practice each pattern slowly and
accurately, focusing on building muscle memory and developing
coordination."

Tip 2: Listen Closely to the Sound

"Train your ear to discern the subtle nuances of crosspicking. Pay attention
to the timing, rhythm, and tone, and adjust your technique accordingly."

Tip 3: Experiment with Pick Styles



"Explore different picks and pick grips to find what works best for your
playing style. Experiment with the thickness, shape, and flexibility of picks."

Putting It All Together

Mastering crosspicking requires dedication, patience, and a willingness to
practice consistently. Approach your journey with a positive mindset, and
don't be afraid to experiment with different approaches until you find what
resonates with you.

By following Steven Carter's guidance, you will unlock the boundless
potential of mandolin crosspicking and add a captivating dimension to your
playing. Embark on this musical adventure today and discover the joy and
satisfaction that comes with mastering this captivating technique.

Additional Resources:

Steven Carter's Crosspicking Masterclass

Online Mandolin Crosspicking Lessons

Mandolin Crosspicking Forum
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